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Smart pot aspara by GrowGreen Stylist Lite Smart Grower.
Don't have a hand with flowers, but love lush vegetation? Or maybe you dream of growing your own vegetables? With the Aspara smart
pot you can easily create a green home! In the pot you will find as many as 8 places for planting. With adjustable LED lights and special
planting programs, you can enjoy planting a variety of products under your own roof and enjoy your harvest. A dedicated app will allow
you to monitor the growing process and also make it easier to manage the pot.
 
It will take care of your crops by itself
The pot uses advanced technologies that will provide your plants with everything they need. You can choose from a variety of planting
programs  for  each  plant  species,  so  the  pot  will  automatically  adjust  the  light  intensity  or  take  care  of  their  hydration.  Dedicated
programs will  also  help  you increase plant  growth by up to  50%! What's  more,  it  is  equipped with  sensors  that  detect  light  intensity,
water level, air and water temperature, as well as nutrient concentration.
 
LED light that stimulates growth
Your plants no longer need natural light! The smart pot is equipped with special LED lamps that provide illumination at 400 μmol. The
lamps stimulate plant growth at different stages of development by automatically adjusting the intensity of lighting. So you can be sure
that your plants will receive the ideal amount of light.
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More possibilities with the app
Combine the smart pot with a dedicated app to gain access to other features! You can find the app in both the Google Play store and the
App Store. It will allow you to monitor the growing process and adjust the pot settings to your preferences. You also don't have to worry
about forgetting to refill the water in the pot - the app will remind you! You will also get practical tips and advice on planting.
 
It will work for different plants
Grow a variety of plants and enjoy a bountiful harvest. The Aspara pot will work great for many types of plants. Among other things, you
will use it for planting aromatic herbs, tasty vegetables and fruits or fragrant flowers. You can plant up to 8 plants in the pot. In addition,
you can easily adjust the size of the pot with the help of side panels. Thanks to this solution you can freely plant taller plants as well.
 
A practical addition to any interior
The Aspara smart pot is distinguished by its modern and stylish design, so it will fit perfectly into almost any interior. You can also use
more pots and create a unique green wall of plants. The device weighs only 2.6 kg, so you can easily move it wherever you want.
 
Simple and convenient operation
Experience how easy it is to grow plants, herbs and vegetables in your home. Assembling the pot will not cause you any problem - it is
exceptionally simple and will take you only a few moments! Planting the plants themselves will not be a challenge for you. To begin with,
pour water into a 2-liter container. Put the seeds in biodegradable inserts, then put them in the appropriate places in the pot and cover
them with a special lid. Finally, choose the appropriate program and wait for your crop!
 
Manufacturer
aspara by GrownGreen
Color
White
Capacity
8 places for plants
Water capacity
2 l
Light intensity
400μmol
Light wavelength
450 nm / 660 nm
Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth
Operating voltage
AC 100-240V 50/60Hz
Power
20 W
Weight
2.6 kg
Product dimensions
390 x 160 x 390 mm 390 x 160 x 500 mm (after height extension with side panels)

Price:

Before: € 148.0059
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Now: € 138.01

Smart Home, Smart garden
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